Mesoscale and large-scale atmospheric models use a bulk surface flux algorithm to compute the turbulent flux boundary conditions at the bottom of the atmosphere from modeled mean meteorological quantities such as wind speed, temperature, and humidity. This study, on the other hand, uses a state-of-the-art bulk air-sea flux algorithm in stand-alone mode to compute the surface fluxes of momentum, sensible and latent heat, and enthalpy for a wide range of typical (though randomly generated) meteorological conditions over the open ocean. The flux algorithm treats both interfacial transfer (controlled by molecular processes right at the airsea interface) and transfer mediated by sea spray. Because these two transfer routes obey different scaling laws, neutral-stability, 10-m transfer coefficients for enthalpy C KN10 , latent heat C EN10 , and sensible heat C HN10 are quite varied when calculated from the artificial flux data under the assumption of only interfacial transfer-the assumption in almost all analyses of measured air-sea fluxes. That variability increases with wind speed because of increasing spray-mediated transfer and also depends on surface temperature and atmospheric stratification. The analysis thereby reveals as fallacious several assumptions that are common in air-sea interaction research-especially in high winds. For instance, C KN10 , C EN10 , and C HN10 are not constants; they are not even single-valued functions of wind speed, nor must they increase monotonically with wind speed if spray-mediated transfer is important. Moreover, the ratio C KN10 /C DN10 , where C DN10 is the neutral-stability, 10-m drag coefficient, does not need to be greater than 0.75 at all wind speeds, as many have inferred from Emanuel's seminal paper in this journal. Data from the literature and from the Coupled Boundary Layers and Air-Sea Transfer (CBLAST) hurricane experiment tend to corroborate these results.
Introduction
Sixteen years ago on these pages, Emanuel (1995) reported calculations of hurricane intensity based on his simple, balanced axisymmetric model of tropical cyclones. His specific objective was to build on the work by Ooyama (1969) and Rosenthal (1971) and investigate how sensitive storm intensity was to the surface exchange coefficients for enthalpy C K and momentum C D . He summarized his findings in the following key statements:
The direct implication of this result . . . is that the ratio C K /C D is most likely to lie in the range 1.2-1.5 in the high wind region of these intense storms. In no event are the results from either model consistent with values of C K /C D less than about three-fourths.
This paper was pivotal for air-sea interaction research because it focused attention on the need to better understand the physics of air-sea exchange in high winds: The data and air-sea flux parameterizations available in 1995, which treated winds up to only about 20 m s 21 , were not compatible with Emanuel's (1995) constraint on C K /C D . Theory and observations in moderate winds put C K /C D at values much less than 0.75 and thus spurred researchers to understand the discrepancy. Emanuel's (1995) paper, however, also had some unintended adverse effects. Although models had employed surface transfer coefficients for many years (e.g., Ooyama 1969; Benoit et al. 1989; Fantini and Buzzi 1993) , some hurricane modelers took Emanuel's paper as further evidence that using an enthalpy transfer coefficient is the best way to model air-sea exchange even in high winds and, furthermore, presumed that the enthalpy transfer coefficient is constant-or, perhaps, a single-valued function of wind speed. These inferences have impeded progress on storm modeling because all are fallacious.
Here is a list of misconceptions that have been inferred from Emanuel's (1995) paper and that otherwise exist in the air-sea interaction community when the discussion involves high winds (e.g., Braun and Tao 2000; Bao et al. 2002; Smith 2003; Zedler et al. 2009 ). Notice that some of these assumptions are mutually exclusive, an observation that emphasizes the persistent uncertainty in aspects of modeling air-sea fluxes. I will address all of these misconceptions.
d C K (and C H , C E ) is constant (C H and C E are comparable transfer coefficients for sensible and latent heat).
d C K (and C H , C E ) is a single-valued function of wind speed.
d C K (and C H , C E ) should increase monotonically with wind speed when sea spray becomes a significant agent for air-sea exchange. Emanuel's (1995) guideline, C K /C D $ 0.75, is invalid.
In high winds, when copious amounts of sea spray fill the near-surface air, two routes exist by which enthalpy crosses the air-sea interface. One is through exchange controlled by molecular processes right at the air-sea interface (the interfacial route); a second is through spray-mediated processes (the spray route). Because the two transfer processes scale differently with wind speed and other mean meteorological variables, the enthalpy transfer coefficient is not single-valued and thus cannot be used alone to predict the air-sea enthalpy flux in high winds.
Here, I demonstrate these ideas by using a state-ofthe-art bulk flux algorithm to compute total air-sea enthalpy fluxes for a wide range of typical environmental conditions that I generate from random numbers. That algorithm (Andreas et al. 2008; Andreas 2010) treats both the interfacial and spray routes by which enthalpy crosses the air-sea interface; hence, the total fluxes referred to above are the sums of both contributions.
The C K values inferred from the computed fluxes are not single-valued functions of wind speed but rather range over a factor of 2 at the lower limits of hurricane-strength winds because of a dependence on surface temperature.
The ratio C K /C D likewise has a spread in values for any given wind speed, and that spread increases with increasing wind speed. This C K /C D ratio is below Emanuel's (1995) limit of 0.75 for wind speeds between 12 and 33 m s 21 but rises above 0.75 and heads toward Emanuel's preferred range of 1.2-1.5 for the high winds in intense storms, as he suggests.
Finally, these calculations are compatible with aircraft fluxes measured during the Coupled Boundary Layers and Air-Sea Transfer experiment (CBLAST; e.g., Black et al. 2007 ) and thus put in context measurements that Drennan et al. (2007) and Zhang et al. (2008) reported.
Approach a. Flux algorithm
For wind speeds above about 5 m s 21 , spray droplets are always present over the sea; their numbers increase roughly as the third power of the wind speed (e.g., Wu 1979; Monahan and Muircheartaigh 1980; Monahan et al. 1986 ). These spray droplets provide another route by which sensible heat, water vapor, and enthalpy cross the air-sea interface. Figure 1 shows my conceptual picture of spray-mediated transfer. Sensible and latent heat are always crossing the sea surface right at the interface. I call these the interfacial fluxes and denote them as H s and H L , respectively. In my convention, positive fluxes are upwardfrom sea to air.
Spray droplets provide another transfer route. The droplets originate with the same temperature as the sea surface but cool rapidly to an equilibrium temperature T eq below the air temperature. In so doing, they give up sensible heat. The droplets also give up water vapor as they evaporate; but because this is a slower process, the droplets are at temperature T eq for most of their evaporation. As a result, they convert sensible heat from the air to the latent heat of evaporation.
These spray processes generally take place near the sea surface in the droplet evaporation layer (Smith 1989; Andreas et al. 1995) . A rough estimate is that this layer extends about one significant wave height above mean FIG. 1. A conceptual diagram of interfacial and spray-mediated transfer within the near-surface droplet evaporation layer. The quantities Q S and Q L denote radius-specific spray-mediated fluxes of sensible and latent heat, respectively; r s is the density of seawater; and L y is the latent heat of vaporization. The droplet evaporation layer is roughly one significant wave height thick. The interfacial enthalpy flux is H s 1 H L ; the total enthalpy flux at the top of the droplet evaporation layer is H s,T 1 H L,T . sea level. The total sensible and latent heat fluxes at the top of this layer-H s,T and H L,T , respectively-include the contributions from both interfacial and spray transfer. The sum of these fluxes is the total enthalpy flux Q en,T (e.g., Businger 1982), while the sum of H s and H L is the interfacial enthalpy flux Q en,int . The quantities H s,T , H L,T , and Q en,T can serve as the lower flux boundary conditions for atmospheric models. Andreas et al. (2008) and Andreas (2010) developed an algorithm to estimate all of these fluxes and tuned the algorithm with data from the experiment to study Humidity Exchange over the Sea (HEXOS) and from the Fronts and Atlantic Storm Track Experiment (FASTEX). In simple form, the algorithm is
Here, Q S,sp , Q L,sp , and Q en,sp are the spray-mediated contributions to the sensible heat, latent heat, and enthalpy fluxes. Also,
Because Q en,sp is tuned separately with the HEXOS and FASTEX data, it is close to but not always equal to Q S,sp 1 Q L,sp . The flux algorithm computes the interfacial fluxes in (2.1a) and (2.1b) as (Andreas et al. 2008 )
Here, r a is the air density; c p , the specific heat of air at constant pressure; and L y , the latent heat of vaporization. Also in (2.3), S r , Q r , and Q r are the effective wind speed, potential temperature, and specific humidity, respectively, at reference height r (assumed to be above the droplet evaporation layer); and Q s and Q s are the sea surface values of temperature and specific humidity. The transfer coefficients for sensible and latent heat in (2.3), respectively C Hr and C Er , come essentially from the Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) version 2.6 algorithm (Fairall et al. 1996) , with a few small modifications as discussed in Andreas and Emanuel (2001) , Andreas and DeCosmo (2002) , Perrie et al. (2005) , and Andreas et al. (2008) . Andreas et al. (2008) In these equations, r s is the density of seawater, c ps is the specific heat of seawater at constant pressure, T eq,100 is the equilibrium temperature of spray droplets that have a radius of 100 mm when they form, and r d (t f,50 ) is the radius when they fall back into the sea of droplets that form with 50-mm radius. This radius comes from r d (t f ,50 ) 5 r eq,50 1 (50 mm 2 r eq,50 ) exp(2t f ,50 /t r,50 ),
where r eq,50 is the equilibrium radius of droplets that form with radius 50 mm, t r,50 is the e-folding time to reach that equilibrium radius through evaporation, and t f,50 is the residence time in the droplet evaporation layer of droplets formed with 50-mm radius. See Andreas (2005a) for equations to calculate the quantities T eq,100 , r eq,50 , and t r,50 . Lastly, in (2.4), u * is the friction velocity, which the algorithm computes as
(2.6)
Here, S r and C Dr , the drag coefficient for height r, come from the COARE version 2.6 algorithm, with the small modifications mentioned above. In (2.3) and (2.4), the fluxes are in watts per square meter when the other quantities have MKS units; in (2.4b) and (2.5), however, the radii are in micrometers. In (2.6), u * and S r are in meters per second.
From the HEXOS and FASTEX data, Andreas (2010) derived an equation similar in form to (2.4a) for the spray enthalpy flux in (2.1c): This result is consistent with Andreas and Emanuel's (2001) conclusion that, if sea spray affects the net air-sea enthalpy flux, the mechanism must be through an exchange of sensible heat.
b. Implied transfer coefficients
If the total enthalpy flux, (2.1c), were parameterized in terms of C K (i.e., under the assumption of only interfacial exchange), the expression would be (cf. Emanuel 1995)
Here, c pd is the specific heat of dry air at constant pressure.
Because the Andreas (2010) algorithm computes Q en,T for specified mean meteorological conditions such as Q s , Q r , Q s , Q r , and wind speed U r , I can invert (2.8) to compute the implied enthalpy transfer coefficient:
Ultimately, however, comparing the so-called neutralstability transfer coefficients is more meaningful. For a standard reference height of 10 m, these values come from (e.g., Andreas and Murphy 1986)
Here, k (50.40) is the von Ká rmá n constant; C Dr is the same value used in (2.6); C Kr comes from (2.9); c h (r/L) is a stratification correction that appears in the near-surface temperature and humidity profiles, where L is the Obukhov length; and
Here, z 0 is the roughness length for wind speed from the COARE version 2.6 algorithm:
where a (50.0185) is the Charnock constant, n is the kinematic viscosity of air (m 2 s 21 ), and g is the acceleration of gravity (m s
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). In (2.10)-(2.12), r and z 0 must be in meters.
The same set of mean meteorological variables yields H s,T and H L,T from (2.1a) and (2.1b). Hence, I can likewise obtain implied values of the neutral-stability, 10-m transfer coefficients for sensible and latent heat, C HN10 and C EN10 , under the assumption of only interfacial transfer by inverting (2.3) after first replacing H s and H L with H s,T and H L,T , respectively. The conversions from C Hr to C HN10 and from C Er to C EN10 also follow (2.10).
c. Parameter space
The final step in my approach is to generate sets of mean meteorological variables to use as input for the flux algorithm. I select these meteorological variables by using a random number generator to create uniform distributions of five key variables within a broad range of marine conditions.
Without losing generality, and to eliminate the need to convert from height r to 10 m in (2.10), I first assume that wind speed U 10 , air temperature T 10 , and relative humidity (RH) are all for a reference height of 10 m.
The Andreas et al. (2008) and Andreas (2010) . Some of the ''data'' selection functions described below led to spurious fluxes at the upper end of the wind speed range. Letting the allowable wind speed be above the 40 m s 21 limit in my algorithm but ignoring cases with winds above that limit eliminated these end effects.
Likewise, I generate another random number between 0 and 1 and linearly map it to a sea surface temperature Q s between 08 and 308C.
I next tie the 10-m air temperature to this surface temperature by assuming that Q s 2 T 10 will usually be in the interval DT min 5 218C to DT max 5 38C (e.g., Jackson and Wick 2010) . Certainly, DT can be outside this rangeunder cold-air advection off continents or off regions covered with sea ice, for instance. But this limited range is sufficient to demonstrate my points. A wider range would have produced even more variability in the figures I present soon.
I also assume that the Q s 2 T 10 interval narrows with increasing wind speed and calculate the actual sea-air temperature difference as DT 5 (DT max 2 DT min ) 50 2 U 10 50 2 5 g, (2.13)
where g is another random number between 0 and 1. Notice that when U 10 5 50 m s 21 , the sea-air temperature difference is 08C. In essence, (2.13) is a way to parameterize the feedback between the surface fluxes and the air temperature.
I also adjust the minimum sea-air temperature difference for wind speed according to
This step is necessary to make both the minimum and maximum Q s 2 T 10 limits approach 08C as U 10 approaches 50 m s 21 because now
Last, I convert T 10 to the potential temperature at 10 m Q 10 . The surface salinity of the open ocean typically is 32-37 psu. Again, I generate another random number between 0 and 1 and map this linearly to a salinity S from 32 to 37 psu. With Q s and S now specified, I compute Q s as the saturation specific humidity for seawater with temperature Q s and salinity S.
The Andreas et al. (2008) and Andreas (2010) algorithm is formulated with relative humidity, rather than specific humidity, as the input humidity variable. Once RH is specified, however, the specific humidity at 10 m Q 10 is easy to obtain. I assume that relative humidity increases with increasing wind speed. As with temperature, this assumption is a simple way to treat the feedback between the latent heat flux and the near-surface humidity. The lowest relative humidity that I consider (RH min ) is 75%; the highest is constrained by saturation with seawater of salinity S (e.g., Roll 1965, p. 262 I further assume the maximum variability about this mean humidity is 63%. Hence, I choose the actual maximum deviation about RH mean by finding another random number g between 0 and 1 and calculating DRH max 5 (g 2 0:5) 3 6%.
(2.18) Equation (2.18) centers the deviation in relative humidity on 0%. Next, I assume that this deviation will also decrease with increasing wind speed and calculate the relative humidity at 10 m as RH (2010) algorithm also requires the air pressure P and the water depth D. The depth occurs only in the module that computes the significant wave height, which the algorithm uses in turn to calculate the residence time t f,50 in (2.4b) and (2.5). Because the significant wave height is not very sensitive to water depth for typical open ocean depths (Andreas and Wang 2007) , I set D 5 3000 m for all calculations. I likewise fix P at 1000 mb because barometric pressure only weakly influences specific humidity and air density in these calculations. Table 1 summarizes the nominal range of all of these input variables. Andreas (2005b) gives the equations I use to evaluate the dynamic and thermodynamic quantities such as r a , c p , L y , n, Q s , and Q 10 .
The steps that I have just described produce one set of input variables for forcing the Andreas et al. (2008) and Andreas (2010) algorithm and thus yield one set of flux estimates. I repeated this sequence 3000 times to produce a reliable and representative set of fluxes and the resulting transfer coefficients. After I ignored cases with U N10 above 40 m s 21 , 2327 flux sets remained. Figure 2 shows the neutral-stability enthalpy transfer coefficient for a reference height of 10 m C K N10 that the 3000 calculations described in the last section yielded. For comparison, the figure also shows the curve that represents interfacial transfer in the Andreas et al. (2008) and Andreas (2010) algorithm. The interfacial transfer coefficient for enthalpy in neutral stability is a singlevalued function of wind speed, but the implied enthalpy transfer coefficient computed from the total flux is not: C KN10 is a function of surface temperature and wind speed (and, less obviously, relative humidity and surface salinity). The C KN10 values in Fig. 2 are approximately constant for wind speeds up to about 20 m s
Results
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. Such behavior in actual measurements of C KN10 (or C HN10 and C EN10 , the comparable neutral-stability transfer coefficients for sensible and latent heat) is usually interpreted to mean that sea spray has no effect on air-sea heat transfer (e.g., Smith 1989; DeCosmo et al. 1996; Smith et al. 1996) . This misconception seems to go back at least to Bortkovskii (1987) , who suggested in his Fig. 3 .10 that C HN10 and C EN10 increase dramatically for winds above 15 m s 21 because of enhanced transfer mediated by sea spray. Figure 2 , however, suggests a different scenario. The COARE version 2.6 algorithm, which uses the surface renewal theory of Liu et al. (1979) to estimate the interfacial transfer coefficients, predicts that C KN10 , C HN10 , and C EN10 all decrease with increasing wind speed beyond their maxima at about 6 m s
. Thus, the transfer coefficients need not increase to reflect spray effects; the nearly constant C KN10 values for 5 # U N10 # 20 m s 21 in Fig. 2 are above the interfacial transfer limit because of spray-mediated exchange (cf. Andreas and DeCosmo 2002; Andreas et al. 2008; Andreas 2010) . Figure 3 shows what the Andreas algorithm says about the ratio C KN10 /C DN10 . Although C DN10 is a singlevalued function of wind speed in this algorithm, C KN10 / C DN10 is not because of how spray-mediated transfer affects C KN10 . The figure also shows Emanuel's (1995) limit-that C KN10 /C DN10 should be larger than 0.75-and what strict interfacial transfer predicts for the value of that ratio. This interfacial curve explains why Emanuel's limit caused such concern: The C KN10 /C DN10 ratio for interfacial transfer is below 0.75 for all wind speeds above about 10 m s 21 and is roughly half this limit for hurricanestrength winds.
After Emanuel's (1995) paper was published, Bister and Emanuel (1998) identified dissipative heating in the atmospheric boundary layer in the high-wind core of tropical cyclones as an additional source of heat that increases the intensity of these storms (cf. Businger and Businger 2001; Smith 2003) . Emanuel (2010, personal communication) thus speculates that his limiting C KN10 / C DN10 ratio could actually be significantly lower than 0.75. Bryan and Rotunno (2009) recently upgraded the Rotunno and Emanuel (1987) nonhydrostatic, axisymmetric model, including adding dissipative heating. This Rotunno-Emanuel model is one of the hurricane models that Emanuel (1995) used in his sensitivity study. Bryan and Rotunno found that, in their simulations, storm intensity still depended on the C KN10 /C DN10 ratio but was also very sensitive to the parameterization for horizontal turbulent diffusion. With their preferred horizontal turbulent mixing length of 1500 m, however, C KN10 /C DN10 still needed to be above 0.75 to produce a category-5 hurricane. Hence, I will continue to take 0.75 as ''Emanuel's limit.'' Even with spray-mediated transfer, the C KN10 /C DN10 ratio in Fig. 3 is less than 0.75 for wind speeds from about 12 up to 36 m s 21 for some surface temperatures. Beyond this upper limit, though, C KN10 /C DN10 is greater than 0.75-a result that is entirely compatible with Emanuel's (1995) recommendation: C KN10 /C DN10 should be above 0.75 in ''the high wind region'' of ''intense storms.'' For any wind speed in Fig. 3 , the C KN10 /C DN10 ratio generally decreases with increasing surface temperature. Using similarity arguments and the assumption that spray processes dominate both air-sea enthalpy and momentum exchange in very high winds, Emanuel (2003) made a similar prediction. In his theory, the temperature variable is air temperature and neither C K nor C D depends on wind speed in his self-similar regime; hence, the predictions in his Fig. 3 and the results in my also includes aircraft measurements of C KN10 /C DN10 during the CBLAST hurricane experiment in 2003 (Zhang et al. 2008 ; see also French et al. 2007; Drennan et al. 2007) .
Three features stand out in Fig. 4 . First, most of the aircraft data are above the curve for strict interfacial transfer; thus, the CBLAST data probably document significant spray-mediated transfer. Second, predictions from Andreas's (2010) algorithm neatly cut through the CBLAST data and thus seem to capture the magnitude and wind speed dependencies of C KN10 and C DN10 . Third, most of the CBLAST data lie below Emanuel's (1995) limiting value of 0.75. Zhang et al. (2008) therefore concluded that Emanuel's model needs to be ''revisited.'' But the Andreas (2010) algorithm demonstrates that C KN10 /C DN10 values less than 0.75 are compatible with theory in the wind speed range of the CBLAST data. Figure 5 shows algorithm predictions of the implied neutral-stability latent heat transfer coefficient for a reference height of 10 m C EN10 . Again, C EN10 is basically constant for wind speeds up to 20 m s
, as in the HEXOS data (DeCosmo et al. 1996) . Even in this range, though, C EN10 is not single-valued: C EN10 spreads out in response to the surface temperature (among other variables). Furthermore, that spread increases with increasing wind speed. Figure 6 reproduces from Fig. 5 just the cases for which the surface temperature is typical of tropical cyclones because the figure also shows the CBLAST C EN10 values measured by aircraft in Hurricanes Fabian and Isabel in 2003 Drennan et al. 2007 ). These CBLAST values tend to cluster around the line representing strict interfacial transfer-a result that is a bit curious in light of Fig. 4. The average of the CBLAST points in Fig. 6 is C EN10 5 1.18 3 10
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, and Drennan et al. (2007) ascribe an uncertainty to this average of 625%. As a result, the data are not precise enough to rule out spray contributions. In the wind speed range for most of the CBLAST data, 18 # U N10 # 25 m s 21 , the C EN10 values in Fig. 6 from the flux algorithm average 1.49 3 10
. This average is not statistically different for the average of the CBLAST data in this range, 1.19 3 10 23 6 25%. Another reason for the different implications of Figs. 4 and 6 is that the CBLAST values of C DN10 used in calculating the CBLAST C KN10 /C DN10 values in Fig. 4 are generally smaller than C DN10 in the Andreas et al. (2008) and Andreas (2010) algorithm. This algorithm calculates FIG. 3 . As in Fig. 2 , but for the ratio C KN10 /C DN10 . The dashed line at 0.75 is the lowest value of C KN10 /C DN10 for which Emanuel (1995) could produce a realistic hurricane in his model. Fig. 3 , but with a focus on surface temperatures typical of tropical cyclones: 208 # Q s # 308C. The black circles are from aircraft flux measurements in Hurricanes Fabian and Isabel in 2003 during CBLAST (Zhang et al. 2008 ). Fig. 2 , but for C EN10 , the neutral-stability transfer coefficient for latent heat for a reference height of 10 m.
FIG. 4. As in
FIG. 5. As in
C DN10 in (2.11) from the Charnock-like relation in the COARE version 2.6 algorithm, (2.12). Figure 7 is the final plot in this series. It shows values of the neutral-stability, 10-m coefficient for sensible heat transfer C HN10 implied by the dataset generated in section 2. The data segregate according to the sea-air potential temperature difference DQ [ Q s 2 Q 10 , and their spread increases with increasing wind speed. Because of the way I selected the air temperature in section 2-where jDQj got smaller with increasing wind speed-the midrange orange symbols (18 # DQ , 28C) in Fig. 7 extend only to about 34 m s 21 , and the high-range red symbols (28 # DQ # 38C) extend only up to about 20 m s 21 . Because spray droplets always cool to a temperature less than the air temperature, spray processes almost always transfer sensible heat from sea to air. The blue symbols in Fig. 7 are, thus, quite scattered. These symbols represent stable stratification (DQ , 08C), which implies a negative interfacial sensible heat flux. The spray-mediated transfer can still be positive, however. Consequently, with spraymediated transfer, the total sensible heat flux can actually be countergradient-a net positive heat flux despite a negative sea-air temperature difference.
The variability in C HN10 in Fig. 7 caused by spraymediated exchange may explain why measurements of C HN10 over the ocean are typically more scattered than measurements of C EN10 , especially in winds above 10 m s 21 (e.g., Large and Pond 1982; DeCosmo et al. 1996; Dupuis et al. 2003; Persson et al. 2005) . Moreover, a main conclusion in Large and Pond (1982) is that C HN10 is significantly larger in unstable stratification than in stable stratification (cf. Smith 1980) . Heretofore, this result has been unexplained because interfacial transfer theory predicts only minor differences between C HN10 and C EN10 and no dependence of either on atmospheric stratification. In Fig. 7 , however, the average value of C HN10 is obviously smaller in stable stratification than it is in unstable stratification because of the spraymediated transfer.
Discussion and conclusions
Because the nature of spray-mediated air-sea transfer has only recently emerged, many earlier concepts about parameterizing air-sea heat exchange now appear fallacious. Here I have revealed several such fallacies by generating an artificial dataset of mean meteorological quantities and then using a bulk flux algorithm (Andreas et al. 2008; Andreas 2010) to estimate the air-sea fluxes of momentum, sensible heat, latent heat, and enthalpy from these data. From these input variables and the resulting fluxes, I could calculate neutral-stability, 10-m values of the drag coefficient and the transfer coefficients for sensible heat, latent heat, and enthalpy-C DN10 , C HN10 , C EN10 , and C KN10 , respectively-using interfacial scaling. This is a process that most experimentalists follow once they have measured the fluxes.
The bulk flux algorithm used to generate the fluxes parameterizes both interfacial transfer and spray-mediated transfer, however. Consequently, the resulting C KN10 , C EN10 , and C HN10 values do not exhibit strict interfacial scaling but rather are multivalued because spray-mediated heat exchange does not scale the same as interfacial exchange. To see this, compare (2.2) and (2.3) with (2.4) and (2.7). These analyses led to my FIG. 6 . As in Fig. 5 , but with a focus on the surface temperatures typical of tropical cyclones . The black circles are the CBLAST aircraft measurements of C EN10 Drennan et al. 2007 ). conclusions that several common assumptions regarding C KN10 , C EN10 , and C HN10 are fallacious.
Although C KN10 and C EN10 may be measured as nearly constant for 10-m, neutral-stability winds U N10 less than 20 m s
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, this behavior cannot be extrapolated to higher winds nor is it evidence that sea spray is playing no role in the air-sea exchanges of enthalpy and latent heat. Theory predicts that both C KN10 and C EN10 should decrease monotonically as wind speed increases from 6 to 20 m s 21 if interfacial transfer is the only exchange mechanism. The fact that observations of C KN10 and C EN10 do not decrease in this wind speed range is thus evidence of spray-mediated transfer that complements the interfacial transfer. Moreover, above U N10 5 20 m s 21 , I predict that both C KN10 and C EN10 increase dramatically with wind speed because of the ever-increasing importance of spray-mediated transfer.
The behavior of the inferred C HN10 is more complex because spray-mediated exchange almost always leads to a sea-to-air flux of sensible heat. Interfacial sensible heat transfer, on the other hand, is always down the potential temperature gradient. Hence, sometimes the interfacial and spray fluxes are complementary, but sometimes they are in opposite directions. The two transfer routes thus lead to C HN10 values that are much more variable than C KN10 and C EN10 . In fact, the opposing fluxes can lead to negative values of C HN10 -that is, to countergradient fluxes-which is a clear violation of strict interfacial transfer theory. As a result, I suspect that measurements of negative C HN10 (which are true) are often not reported because they fail to pass quality controls that (mistakenly) require sensible heat fluxes to be down the potential temperature gradient.
Many reported measurements of C EN10 and C HN10 over the ocean have yielded plots with some of the general features of Figs. 5 and 7. Even in modest winds (where spray is still, nevertheless, making a contribution), measured C HN10 values are often more scattered than measured C EN10 values. The explanation until now has usually been that the sensible heat flux is a weaker signal over the ocean than is the latent heat flux; the transfer coefficient for sensible heat thus would have a larger uncertainty and more scatter. An equally plausible explanation now is that spray-mediated transfer confounds analyses that presume only interfacial transfer (i.e., of C HN10 ).
When Large and Pond (1982) segregated their C HN10 data into measurements in stable and unstable stratification, they found C HN10 to be significantly larger in unstable stratification-a result that, for them, was ''neither predicted nor expected.'' Figure 7 , however, now predicts just this result in the wind speed range up to 20 m s
, where most of Large and Pond's data fell.
Meanwhile, Large and Pond and Anderson and Smith (1981) did not find a comparable dependence of C EN10 on stratification (cf. Fig. 5 ).
Many have inferred from Emanuel's (1995) modeling that C KN10 /C DN10 can be taken as a constant in hurricane models or, alternatively, that this ratio is a single-valued function of wind speed. Furthermore, many often assume that C KN10 /C DN10 must be greater than 0.75 for all wind speeds though Emanuel specifically gave this limit as a constraint only ''in the high wind region'' of tropical cyclones. My analyses have likewise showed these three inferences all to be fallacious. Figure 3 shows that the theory and data tuning on which my flux algorithm (Andreas et al. 2008; Andreas 2010 ) is based predict C KN10 /C DN10 values that are neither constant nor single-valued functions of wind speed. This ratio spreads out with increasing wind speed because interfacial and spray-mediated enthalpy transfers scale differently with wind speed, air temperature, surface temperature, relative humidity, and surface salinity. In Fig. 3 , the ratios group and spread according to surface temperature, but these other environmental conditions also contribute to the spread. Aircraft flux measurements from CBLAST in Hurricanes Fabian and Isabel and resulting evaluations of C DN10 , C EN10 , and C KN10 Drennan et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2008 ) seemed incompatible with spray-mediated transfer and with Emanuel's (1995) prediction for C KN10 /C DN10 when viewed alone. But when I presented the CBLAST data in the context of my predictions for C KN10 /C DN10 and C EN10 in Figs. 4 and 6, those data refute neither my theory of spray-mediated transfer nor Emanuel's guidance that C KN10 /C DN10 must be larger than 0.75 in hurricane winds. In brief, the CBLAST data do not include measurements in hurricane-strength winds but fall in the wind speed range 16-30 m s
, where my theory suggests that C KN10 /C DN10 should, indeed, be below 0.75, as the CBLAST data generally are.
We now seem to know enough about air-sea exchange to move beyond the practice of parameterizing heat fluxes in terms of transfer coefficients that obey interfacial scaling-the gravest fallacy of all. Spray-mediated transfer is significant even in winds of only 12 m s 21 and does not obey interfacial scaling. Thus, no heat fluxes parameterized with C H , C E , and C K can be generally accurate, especially as the wind speed increases. The interfacial and spray transfer routes must be treated separately. Free FORTRAN code, based on Andreas et al. (2008) and Andreas (2010) , is available online (at www.nwra.com/resumes/andreas/software.php) for making these calculations.
